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Describes the philosophy of the Daily 5 teaching structure and includes a collection of
literacy tasks for students to complete daily.
Readers who loved Natasha Wing's The Night Before Summer Vacation can continue
the adventure with this companion activity book! At the end of The Night Before
Summer Vacation, the family loaded up the car and set of on their adventure. Now they
want you to join them for another summer of fun! This book is full of amazing activities
you can complete by yourself or share with a friend, including a sheet of stickers and a
pop-out seashell! Mazes, connect-the-dots, and word searches are just some of the
games readers can play. Are you clever enough to uncover what's hiding in the tidepool
at the beach? Can you spot the fun foods scattered throughout the amusment park?
Get The Night Before Summer Vacation Activity Book and find out!
A kid who considers himself an epic fail discovers the transformative power of love
when he deals with adoption in this novel from Cynthia Kadohata, winner of the
Newbery Medal (Kira-Kira) and the National Book Award (The Thing About Luck).
Eleven-year-old Jaden is adopted, and he knows he’s an “epic fail.” That’s why his
family is traveling to Kazakhstan to adopt a new baby—to replace him, he’s sure. And
he gets it. He is incapable of stopping his stealing, hoarding, lighting fires, aggressive
running, and obsession with electricity. He knows his parents love him, but he
feels...nothing. When they get to Kazakhstan, it turns out the infant they’ve traveled for
has already been adopted, and literally within minutes are faced with having to choose
from six other babies. While his parents agonize, Jaden is more interested in the
toddlers. One, a little guy named Dimash, spies Jaden and barrels over to him every
time he sees him. Jaden finds himself increasingly intrigued by and worried about
Dimash. Already three years old and barely able to speak, Dimash will soon age out of
the orphanage, and then his life will be as hopeless as Jaden feels now. For the first
time in his life, Jaden actually feels something that isn’t pure blinding fury, and there’s
no way to control it, or its power. From camels rooting through garbage like raccoons,
to eagles being trained like hunting dogs, to streets that are more pothole than
pavement, the vivid depictions in Half a World Away create “an inspiring story that
celebrates hope and second chances” (Publishers Weekly, starred review).
Give your soon-to-be first grader a head start on their upcoming school year with
Summer Bridge Activities: Bridging Grades K-1. With daily, 15-minute exercises kids
can review rhyming and counting and learn new skills like telling time and writing
complete sentences. This workbook series prevents summer learning loss and paves
the way to a successful new school year. --And this is no average workbookÑSummer
Bridge Activities keeps the fun and the sun in summer break! Designed to prevent a
summer learning gap and keep kids mentally and physically active, the hands-on
exercises can be done anywhere. These standards-based activities help kids set goals,
develop character, practice fitness, and explore the outdoors. With 12 weeks of creative
learning, Summer Bridge Activities keeps skills sharp all summer long!
Aspiring to win a cash prize that will help his family avoid eviction after his father
passes away, seventh-grader Benjamin Epstein uses his flair for clever slogans to
participate in a contest being run by a bathroom tissue company. Simultaneous eBook.
As captain of Room Nine's field day team, Junie B. Jones tries to rally her troops after
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they lose several events.
Math, vocabulary, grammar, writing, reading activities plus stickers and game board.
There is a big difference between assigning complex texts and teaching complex texts
No matter what discipline you teach, learn how to use complexity as a dynamic,
powerful tool for sliding the right text in front of your students’ at just the right time.
Updates to this new edition include How-to’s for measuring countable features of any
written work A rubric for analyzing the complexity of both literary and informational texts
Classroom scenarios that show the difference between a healthy struggle and
frustration The authors’ latest thinking on teacher modeling, close reading, scaffolded
small group reading, and independent reading
A young possum strikes out on her own and winds up trapped in a human house before her
brothers can rescue her.
"A guide to building better language arts skills based on Sylvan's proven techniques for
success"--Cover
"Provide explicit, systematic phonics instruction and practice in just 15 to 20 minutes a day!
Daily Phonics helps students gain the phonemic awareness, decoding, and word-study skills
they need to read proficiently."--Publisher's website.
This wide-ranging handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the field of education as
viewed from a sociological perspective. Experts in the area present theoretical and empirical
research on major educational issues and analyze the social processes that govern schooling,
and the role of schools in and their impact on contemporary society. A major reference work for
social scientists who want an overview of the field, graduate students, and educators.
These easy-to-use, reproducible worksheets are ideal for enrichment or for use as
reinforcement. The instant activities in this packet are perfect for use at school or as
homework, and they give your students practice with language arts.
As a result of unexpected school closure, students are losing about 12 weeks of academic
instruction this year. This special edition of the Summer Learning HeadStart workbook is
designed to support learning at home. It offers standards-aligned daily Math, Reading,
Vocabulary, and Writing practice to students. The extended Summer Learning Loss this year is
likely to have a huge impact on the progress students make in the 2020-21 academic year.
The 2020 Summer Learning Headstart book is the ideal at-home study solution that provides
much needed academic support to students. It not only helps students review and retain what
they learned during the academic year but also study topics that were not taught in school. The
focus of this Special Edition book is to address learning loss that is associated with early
school closures and Summer holidays. This is a fun educational workbook to prevent student
learning loss. It helps grade 8 students retain and strengthen their Math & English Language
Arts skills and provides a strong foundation for success in 9th grade. This summer bridge
learning workbook includes: Daily practice of eighth grade Math and ELA skills. Covers 40+
ELA and 30+ Math standards (lessons with answer keys & explanations) Fun and Useful SkillBuilding Activities Informative articles for students, parents, and educators Includes Access to
Online Resources: Preview of High School Math and English Language Arts learning
standards Grade-appropriate Reading Passages Vocabulary Enrichment Activities A Summer
diary tool Opportunity to participate in the Lumos Summer Short Story Writing Competition Use
on a smartphone, tablet or a personal computer to conveniently access the online program
Also Includes access code for Parent Account Access to student performance reports Ability to
assign practice questions and resources Ability to download and share reports Ability to create
resource kits Teacher Account Access to Lumos StepUp(tm) Basic Account Support up to 30
students accounts Assign practice and monitor progress Access to actionable performance
reports More than 360,000 students and 51,000 teachers in over 25,000 schools use Lumos
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Learning Study Programs to improve student achievement on standardized tests and also to
master necessary Math, ELA, Writing & Reading Skills. This Lumos Summer HeadStart
workbook is also suitable for use in Summer Schools, District Summer Academies, Summer
Tutoring, Summer Camps, and Summertime Learning Initiatives. Featured Customer
Testimonials Kristen Markovsky, Parent "This book has been very helpful for my daughter to
bridge from 8th to 9th next year, with school being cancelled until May 1, 2020 I feel this book
will really help prepare her for next year. Thank you for creating a great book!" Pauline, Parent
"Love it.. not too hard for my son.. easy to read and the answers in the back of the book.
Heather Stewart, Parent My daughter is transitioning into 9th grade next year. So far this has
been a great help this summer.
Provides research on teaching, advice from experienced teachers, and forms for class use
Strengthen family and community engagement to promote equity and increase student
success! When schools, families, and communities collaborate and share responsibility for
students' education, more students succeed in school. Based on 30 years of research and
fieldwork, this fourth edition of a bestseller provides tools and guidelines to use to develop
more effective and equitable programs of family and community engagement. Written by a
team of well-known experts, this foundational text demonstrates a proven approach to
implement and sustain inclusive, goal-oriented programs. Readers will find: Many examples
and vignettes Rubrics and checklists for implementation of plans CD-ROM complete with
slides and notes for workshop presentations
This collection of papers provides a useful resource for scholars who need to ground their own
study in a wider historical and global discourses concerning the education of children under
eight.
Presents fifty-five reproducible high-interest activities for students in grades four through eight
that focus on grammar and other language skills, designed to worked on independently for an
average of ten to fifteen minutes each.
Math, phonics, grammar, writing, reading activities plus stickers and game board.
Poems and haiku verses provides glimpses of life in the city.
A major International conference on this theme took place in January 2003. To coincide with
this event, this book documents and expands upon the theme of ''drawing the process.'' Much
debate and research is currently undertaken in this area and it is the intention of the book to
galvanise this, while providing a vehicle for deep enquiry. The publication will firstly comprise a
collection of refereed papers representing a breadth of activity and research around the issues
of drawing within the broad context of art and design activity. The second dimension of the
book will be an examination of t.
In an effort to pack everything that will be needed for their summer vacation, a little girl and her
family are bound to overlook something, in a meter-perfect "twist" on Clement C. Moore's
classic Christmas poem. Original.
Loosely based on real-life events, this suspenseful story, by a debut novelist, is also funny and
touching and will have readers riveted from start to finish. Lucy's mother is the U.S.
Ambassador to Ethiopia, so Lucy's life must be one big adventure, right? Wrong. Lucy's
worrywart mother keeps her locked up inside the ambassador's residence. All Lucy can do is
read about the exotic and exciting world that lies beyond the compound walls and imagine
what it would be like to be a part of it. That is, until one day Lucy decides she has had enough
and she and a friend sneak off for some fun. But to their horror, Lucy gets kidnapped! With only
herself to rely upon, Lucy must use her knowledge of African animals, inventiveness, will, and
courage to escape, and in the process embarks on an adventure beyond her wildest
imagination. Includes bonus material! - Book Club Discussion Guide
This beloved celebration of individuality is now an original movie on Disney+! A modern-day
classic and New York Times bestseller from Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli. Stargirl. From the
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day she arrives at quiet Mica High in a burst of color and sound, the hallways hum with the
murmur of "Stargirl, Stargirl." She captures Leo Borlock' s heart with just one smile. She sparks
a school-spirit revolution with just one cheer. The students of Mica High are enchanted. At first.
Then they turn on her. Stargirl is suddenly shunned for everything that makes her different, and
Leo, panicked and desperate with love, urges her to become the very thing that can destroy
her: normal. In this celebration of nonconformity, Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli weaves a
tense, emotional tale about the perils of popularity and the thrill and inspiration of first love.
"Spinelli has produced a poetic allegorical tale about the magnificence and rarity of true
nonconformity." -- The New York Times

Give your soon-to-be second grader a head start on their upcoming school year with
Summer Bridge Activities: Bridging Grades 1-2. With daily, 15-minute exercises kids
can review two-digit place value and verb tenses and learn new skills like measurement
and compound words. This workbook series prevents summer learning loss and paves
the way to a successful new school year. --And this is no average workbookÑSummer
Bridge Activities keeps the fun and the sun in summer break! Designed to prevent a
summer learning gap and keep kids mentally and physically active, the hands-on
exercises can be done anywhere. These standards-based activities help kids set goals,
develop character, practice fitness, and explore the outdoors. With 12 weeks of creative
learning, Summer Bridge Activities keeps skills sharp all summer long!
From the first edition to the latest, Language Arts: Process, Product and Assessment
for Diverse Classrooms has presented sound language arts theory and methodology in
a nonthreatening, straightforward manner at a reasonable price. Coverage focuses on
the 2017 Standards for Literacy Professionals. Each chapter identifies and addresses
the standards applicable to that chapter’s topics. Farris and Werderich infuse their
foundational guidelines with the latest research, teaching practices, and assessment
and evaluation techniques. Ideas for lesson plans, use of technological applications,
internet resources, and comprehensive, up-to-date listings of children’s, young adult,
and multicultural fiction and nonfiction titles are among the text’s outstanding features.
Other features geared expressly for pre- and inservice teachers include: • Engaging,
real-life classroom anecdotes • Instructional activities for reading, writing, listening,
speaking, viewing, and visually representing • Boxes containing teaching hints and mini
lessons • Section on Response to Intervention (RtI) with the various tiers of intervention
• Theories, instruction, and teaching activities for English language learners (ELLs) •
Guidelines to meet the needs of special needs learners • Suggestions for literacybased interdisciplinary instruction (including STEM and STEAM) • Examples of
children’s work to help readers understand what to expect from different ages and
ability levels • Questions and assignments to strengthen readers’ aptitude, awareness,
and application of topics to real life
An understanding of language arts concepts is key to strong communication skills—the
foundation of success across disciplines. Spectrum Language Arts for grade 8 provides
focused practice and creative activities to help your child master sentence types,
grammar, parts of speech, and vocabulary. This comprehensive workbook doesn’t stop
with focused practice–it encourages children to explore their creative sides by
challenging them with thought-provoking writing projects. Aligned to current state
standards, Spectrum Language Arts for grade 8 includes an answer key and a
supplemental Writer’s Guide to reinforce grammar and language arts concepts. With
the help of Spectrum, your child will build the language arts skills necessary for a
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lifetime of success.
Based on Raymond Briggs's classic, this beautiful illustrated Step into Reading book
describes the exciting things that happen to James and his magical snowman.
180 Days of Language is a fun and effective daily practice workbook designed to help
students improve their grammar skills. This easy-to-use second grade workbook is
great for at-home learning or in the classroom. The engaging standards-based activities
cover grade-level skills with easy to follow instructions and an answer key to quickly
assess student understanding. Students will practice punctuation, capitalization, and
spelling with daily activity pages. Watch as students improve their grammar and writing
skills with these quick independent learning activities.Parents appreciate the teacherapproved activity books that keep their child engaged and learning. Great for
homeschooling, to reinforce learning at school, or prevent learning loss over
summer.Teachers rely on the daily practice workbooks to save them valuable time. The
ready to implement activities are perfect for daily morning review or homework. The
activities can also be used for intervention skill building to address learning gaps.
An inspiring tribute to Hispanic Americans who have made a positive impact on the
world This visually stunning book showcases twenty Hispanic and Latino American men
and women who have made outstanding contributions to the arts, politics, science,
humanitarianism, and athletics. Gorgeous portraits complement sparkling biographies
of Cesar Chavez, Sonia Sotomayor, Ellen Ochoa, Roberto Clemente, and many more.
Complete with timelines and famous quotes, this tome is a magnificent homage to
those who have shaped our nation. In this volume: Adelina Otero-Warren, Bernardo de
Galvez, Cesar Chavez, David Farragut, Dennis Chavez, Desi Arnaz, Dolores Huerta,
Ellen Ochoa, Helen Rodríguez Trías, Hero Street USA, Ignacio Lozano, Jaime
Escalante, Joan Baez, Judy Baca, Julia de Burgos, Luis Alvarez, Rita Moreno, Roberte
Clemente, Sonia Sotomayor, and Tomas Rivera
This volume focuses on concepts central to the understanding of the key features of
individuality which undergo significant transformations throughout the adolescent
period: Personality, self, and ego. While rooted in distinct theoretical traditions, these
three concepts, in combination, capture the core aspects of the formation of the
individual's unique sense of self or identity, a psychosocial development fundamentally
associated with adolescence. Consistent with the developmental-systems models of
person-context relations at the forefront of current human development theory and
research, the articles within this volume focus on the dynamic, reciprocal relations
between youth and key socializing agents within their ecologies. Nevertheless, the
articles represented in this volume illustrate that when attempting to understand the
development of personality- and self-systems, scholars differ in the extent to which they
place primary emphasis on the individual, on the context, or on the relationship
between the two.
10 weeks of daily lessons that will help prepare children for third grade
Jacqueline Woodson's National Book Award and Newbery Honor winner, now available
in paperback with 7 all-new poems. Jacqueline Woodson is the 2018-2019 National
Ambassador for Young People's Literature A President Obama "O" Book Club pick
Raised in South Carolina and New York, Woodson always felt halfway home in each
place. In vivid poems, she shares what it was like to grow up as an African American in
the 1960s and 1970s, living with the remnants of Jim Crow and her growing awareness
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of the Civil Rights movement. Touching and powerful, each poem is both accessible
and emotionally charged, each line a glimpse into a child's soul as she searches for her
place in the world. Woodson's eloquent poetry also reflects the joy of finding her voice
through writing stories, despite the fact that she struggled with reading as a child. Her
love of stories inspired her and stayed with her, creating the first sparks of the gifted
writer she was to become. Includes 7 new poems, including "Brown Girl Dreaming".
Praise for Jacqueline Woodson: A 2016 National Book Award finalist for her adult
novel, ANOTHER BROOKLYN "Ms. Woodson writes with a sure understanding of the
thoughts of young people, offering a poetic, eloquent narrative that is not simply a story
. . . but a mature exploration of grown-up issues and self-discovery."--The New York
Times Book Review
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions white
people have when their assumptions about race are challenged, and how these
reactions maintain racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful book”
(Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the
phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to understand racism as a practice not
restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the defensive moves that
white people make when challenged racially, white fragility is characterized by emotions
such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including argumentation and silence.
These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any
meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration, DiAngelo examines how
white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we can do to engage
more constructively.
This guide is designed to help school staff plan effective summer programs for
disadvantaged children by offering an array of ideas for designing exciting and
stimulating summer programs and offering important information from research and
practice on what makes an effective summer program. If schools are to expect
excellence from disadvantaged children, these children must have challenging, positive
summer experiences they can use as a base for future learning. In addition, summer
experiences should offer a chance to bring new levels of self-confidence and
achievement to disadvantaged students. Structural attributes of successful programs
include strong instructional leadership, high expectations, and respect for diversity.
Organizational arrangements involve efficient use of time, staff development, and
parent involvement. Components of good curriculum and instruction build on students'
prior knowledge, and emphasize classroom management, integrated learning, and
recognition of success. Accountability and use of appropriate assessments are
hallmarks of the schools' sense of responsibility to students and the community.
Sixteen model summer programs are described including goals, curriculum and
instruction, evidence of success, and comments and contact persons. Appended is a
list of places providing information and assistance, including Chapter 1 Technical
Assistance Centers and regional education laboratories. (JB)
Set in Canada and the battlefields of France and Belgium, Three-Day Road is a
mesmerizing novel told through the eyes of Niska—a Canadian Oji-Cree woman living
off the land who is the last of a line of healers and diviners—and her nephew Xavier. At
the urging of his friend Elijah, a Cree boy raised in reserve schools, Xavier joins the war
effort. Shipped off to Europe when they are nineteen, the boys are marginalized from
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the Canadian soldiers not only by their native appearance but also by the fine
marksmanship that years of hunting in the bush has taught them. Both become snipers
renowned for their uncanny accuracy. But while Xavier struggles to understand the
purpose of the war and to come to terms with his conscience for the many lives he has
ended, Elijah becomes obsessed with killing, taking great risks to become the most
accomplished sniper in the army. Eventually the harrowing and bloody truth of war
takes its toll on the two friends in different, profound ways. Intertwined with this account
is the story of Niska, who herself has borne witness to a lifetime of death—the death of
her people. In part inspired by the legend of Francis Pegahmagabow, the great Indian
sniper of World War I, Three-Day Road is an impeccably researched and beautifully
written story that offers a searing reminder about the cost of war.
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